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We develop the theory of Frenkel excitons for multicomponent cluster st~tes in mediu~-dilu~e m~ed 
molecular crystals. This theory can be applied to both secondary host traps m?uced by .a smgle l~pu.nty 
and to multicompositional, chemical, or isotopic clusters. A Green's functIon tech~que, which IS a 
generalization of the Koster-Slater method, is devel?ped and. utili.zed. Symmetry p~opertIes of such clus~ers 
are discussed, with emphasis on interchange eqUIvalent SItes m nonsym~orphlc crystals. The opt~cal 
spectra of naphthalene-hs in naphthalene-ds can now be further analyzed, ~th t~e help of som~ numencal 
calculations on muiticomponent cluster states. Using our recently acqUIred dIsperSIOn relatIon for the 
IB2u naphthalene exciton state we fit satisfactorily both the fine structure and the" hyperfine" st~ctur~, 
without any additional parameters, except for the experimentally known trap-depths of a few ~S~tOPIC 
impurities. This corroborates both the importance of the exciton superexchange effect and the valIdIty of 
. the exciton dispersion formula. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate the Frenkel exciton1 
states and optical spectra of multicomponent mixed 
crystals in which more than one type of guests are 
present in otherwise "neat" or "ordered" host lattices. 
The guest molecules discussed here can be either 
compositionally different from the host, such as im-
purities in chemical or isotopic mixed crystals, or 
simply "perturbed" host molecules which are co:n-
positionally identical to the rest of the bulk but reSIde 
in physically different environments. These guests are 
assumed to form clusters, with nontrivial interactions 
among the guests within the cluster. However, the 
cluster-cluster interactions will be ignored. The con-
centrations of various guests have to be large enough 
so that such clusters do exist but not too large to form 
heavily doped mixed crystals. The present problem, 
therefore, differs from that of dilute mixed crystals with 
well separated impurities2 and also from that of more 
concentrated multicomponent systems3 which do not 
have a well-defined major component. Only bound states 
outside the host band are treated here because they are 
observed and usually more informative.4 
The importance of such multicomponent cluster 
states can be recognized if one refllizes that most of the 
binary mixed crystals such as dilute naphthalene-hs in 
naphthalene-ds are really multicomponent systems due 
to the inevitable presence of partially deuterated hosts 
(C10D 7H in this case) or even 13C isotopes because of 
natural abundance (such as 13C12C9Hs). In fact, this 
research was partly prompted by Hanson's5 .. observa-
tion that the spectra of dilute naphthalene-hs in -ds 
mixed crystals contain several doublets. One plausible 
explanation would be to ascribe such dou~ling to t~e 
presence of multicomponent clusters. ThIS effect IS 
particularly important in the shallow trap case. 
Another even more widely occurring case would be 
the multicomponent systems consisting of guest, 
systems if the guest perturbations on the host are small. 
In some cases however, such perturbations might play 
a predominant role. It has been reported by Zalewski 
and McClure6 .. that the mUltiple structure in the guest 
phosphorescence spectrum of pyrazine-h4 in -d4 is due to 
the anomalous site effect of hydrogen bonding. The same 
effect may also cause the red shift of a S-T transition 
of a host that is directly hydrogen-bonded to a guest. 
In fact, Hong6b has observed a shallow trap transition 
(7 cm-1 to the red of the host absorption) in a S-T 
absorption spectrum of pyrazine-h4 in -d4, which can only 
be assigned as the perturbed host level. Thus, we have 
multicomponent clusters (or7 "conglomerates") of 
guests and perturbed hosts even at the infinitely dilute 
limit. Again, the presence of such multicomponent 
clusters is expected to have an important bearing on 
the energy states of shallow traps such as pyrazine-da 
(in pyrazine-d4). 
We shall first develop the theory of energy levels and 
optical properties of multicomponent impur~ty cluster 
states within the general Frenkel formulatlOn. Sym-
metry properties of such clusters will also be discussed 
with emphasis on the clusters with interchange equiva-
lent sites.s Finally, optical spectra of isotopicly mixed 
crystals of naphthalene-ks in naphthalene-ds are 
further analyzed in the light of present theoretical 
results. In particular, numerical calculations ?n the 
multicomponent cluster states are performed, usmg the 
recently acquired dispersion relation5c and compared 
with experimental results. This is done not only to 
further assign fine structure in the spectra but also to 
demonstrate the important role of the superexchange 
effect discussed earlier5c in elucidating the exciton 
interactions, which are responsible for the band 
structures of both pure and mixed molecular crystals. 
II. GENERAL MIXED CRYSTAL PROBLEM IN 
LOCALIZED REPRESENTATION 
perturbed host and host. Admittedly, such systems are We shall assun:e here th~t molecules comprising the 
difficult to distinguish from the simple guest-host crystal are fixed m the lattIce and, therefore, the effect 
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of exciton-phonon coupling can be ignored. We shall 
also deal with "isolated" exciton bands and ignore high 
order corrections due to band-band interactions. In the 
tight-bonding approximation,! the wavefunctions for 
such a nonvibrating molecular crystal can be con-
structed from the wavefunctions of molecules. In 
particular, for molecular crystals with more than one 
molecule per unit cell, a set of wavefunctions represent-
ing the localized excitation in the crystal can be written 
as 
mP;o<na 
where a general site Rn " is denoted by a unit cell index 
n and a sublattice index a. 4>0 and cjI are, respectively, 
the wavefunctions for the ground state and the jth-
electronic excited state of free molecules.9 On the other 
hand, the ground state wavefunction for the crystal can 
be written as 
(2) 
na 
For the pure crystal, the total Hamiltonian is 
H = L: Hna+! L: L: Vna,m/J, (3) 
na n~/J 
where Hna is the free molecular Hamiltonian and 
Vna,m/J is the interaction term between molecules at na 
and mfj. In order to illustrate how the perturbation 
enters into our mixed crystal Hamiltonian, we write 
down explicitly the pure crystal Hamiltonian in the 
localized representation, using wavefunctions of Eqs. 
(1) and (2). 
Thus, we have 
Hna,na'-W= (y;'(Rn,,) [ H [y;'(Rn,,)- (y;o [ H [y;o) 
=E/+Dh', 
Hn",ml = (y;'(Rna) [ H [ y;'(Rm/J) )=vna,m/J, 
where 
D/= L: [(4)na'lf>n,l [ Vna,m/J [1f>n,,'4>ml) 
m/J 
- (4)na°4>ml [ Vna,m/J [ If>na°4>mlH 
Vna,m/J= (4)na'4>ml [ Vna,m/J [ 4>na°4>m/), (4) 
and Eh' is the gas-phase transition energy from the 
ground state to the jth excited state and Dh' is the so-
called "gas-to-crystal shift" or "site shift", due to the 
fact that the van der Waals interactions with the 
environment are different for an excited molecule and 
an unexcited molecule. Vnct,m/J is the dynamic interaction 
which is responsible for the excitation migration. 
The diagonalization of the pure crystal Hamiltonian 
can be achieved by utilizing the translational invariance 
of the lattice. For molecular crystals which generally 
have more than one molecule per unit cell, further 
construction of linear combinations of one-site Bloch 
functions is called for. In general, 
iJI/(k) =N-I/2 L: B,./(k) exp(ik·Rna)Yt'(Rna), (5) 
na 
where N is the total number of unit cells in the crystal 
and the B,./(k) 's are the coefficients, which, in special 
cases, can be uniquely determined from the unit cell 
symmetry. Furthermore, for centrosymmetric molecular 
crystals such as crystalline benzene and naphthalene, 
the coefficients B,.a'(k) are always real, if the origin is 
placed at the inversion center.IO 
Let us consider a mixed crystal, which can be either 
isotopically mixed or chemically mixed, with a few 
impurities (guests) imbedded in the host lattice. In 
order to make the formulation more general we do not 
restrict ourselves to the simple two-component systems. 
The guests in question, therefore, do not necessarily 
belong to one chemical species. Even when guests are 
compositionally identical they might be physically 
different inside the crystal because of the different 
environments they are situated in. Further discussion 
of this aspect, from a group theoretical point of view, 
follows in the next section. It is convenient to express 
the mixed crystal Hamiltonian in terms of the pure 
crystal Hamiltonian plus perturbations. We have 
nar'p p nar' p ,m/lr'p ,na;o'mfJ 
+ L: L: V'n..,p+! L: L: V"p,p' 
na p WP' 
=H+Il, 
where 
p na p 
+! L: L: (V"p,p'- Vp,p')' (6) 
WP' 
We have used p to denote sites occupied by guests. 
Furthermore, the perturbations are assumed to be 
delocalized so that both the molecular Hamiltonian 
and the intersite interactions are changed upon the 
introduction of guests. V, V', V" are respectively, 
host-host, host-guest, and guest-guest interactions. 
In isotopic mixed crystals, it is generally assumed that 
V = V' = V". However, this is not the case when chemical 
mixed crystals are involved. 
As was pointed out by Craig and Philpott,!I two 
different approaches can be used in evaluating the 
mixed crystal Hamiltonian matrix with a localized 
basis set, In the first approach, one could use the host 
free molecule wavefunctions everywhere, including the 
guest sites, and thus concentrate only on the perturba-
tion in the Hamiltonian operator. Or, one can replace 
the host molecular functions with guest wavefunctions 
whenever there is a guest and thus consider both 
changes, the change in the Hamiltonian and that in the 
wavefunctions. These two views are equivalent as long 
as we stay within the Frenkel formulation, which is 
basically a first order theory. We shall, in the following, 
adopt the second approach, because it provides a more 
coherent picture where general impurities are con-
sidered. . 
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FIG. 1. The general form of the perturbation matrix due to im-
purities. In I the off-diagonal perturbation extends beyond the 
diagonal perturbation; in II the opposite happened, and in III 
the spheres of perturbation due to two impurities overlap. 
The perturbation is found to be 
=e/-e/+ 2: (iP/¢qO I V'q.P I iP/¢qO) 
q""P.qr'.p' 
- (¢/¢qO I V q,p I ¢/¢qO)_ (iPpO¢qO I V' q.P I iPpO¢qO) 
+ (¢pO¢qO I V q,p I ¢pO¢qO») 
+ 2: (iP/iPp'o I V" p' ,p I iP/iPp,O) 
pl",.p 
- (¢/¢p'o I Vp ' ,p I ¢/¢p,O)_ (iPpoiPp'o I V"p ' ,p I iPpoiPp,O) 
+ (¢pO¢p'o I V p' ,p I ¢pO¢p,O») 
=/l/, (7a) 
where q denotes secondary traps (see below). Notice 
that we have used iP to denote the guest wavefunctions. 
It should also be pointed out that if another type of 
guest is present, (say at p'), Eq. (7a) is still valid. 
Under this condition one would have to understand 
that iPp' in Eq. (7a) is the free molecule wavefunction 
of the second type of guests. 
Similarly, 
p 
- (¢qO¢pO I V q,p I ¢l¢pO)- (¢NpO I V\p I ¢NpO») 
+ (¢qO¢pO I V q,p I ¢qO¢pO») 
=/ll, (7b) 
and (see below) 
/lnOl,n,/= 2: (¢naliPpo I V'nOl,p I ¢n/iPpO) 
p 
- (¢n,/¢po I Vna,p I ¢n,/¢pO)- (tPnaoiPpo I V' na,p I ¢naoiPpO) 
+ <¢n,Npo I VnOl,p I ¢nao¢po») 
(7c) 
The off-diagonal elements are 
/lp,p'! = (iP/iPp'o I V" p,p' I iPpoiPp.l) 
- (¢/¢p'o I Vp,p' I ¢i¢p.l), 
/lp,/ = (iP/¢qO I V' p,q I iPpo¢/)- (¢/¢qO I V p,q I ¢pO¢l), 
/lp,nOlI = (iP/¢nao I V' p,na I iPpo¢nOl/ ) 
- (¢/¢nOlo I Vp,nOl I ¢pO¢nOl/ ), (7d) 
and (see below) 
/lq,q.l = /lq,nal = /lnOl,nOl.l = 0, (7e) 
where e/= (iP/1 Hp' I iP/)- (iPpo I Hp' I iPi) is the gas 
phase transition energy of the guest at the pth site. 
At this point we have grouped molecules in the crystal 
into guests (primary traps, denoted by p); perturbed 
hosts (secondary traps, denoted by q) ; and unperturbed 
hosts (denoted by no:). The assumption that /lna/~O 
is consistent with our model in which unperturbed 
hosts are very far away from primary traps, with 
negligible interactions with the traps. Equations (7) 
conveniently define primary traps, secondary traps 
and hosts. Primary traps are those with /l/~O, 
/lp/~O; secondary traps are those with /l/~O, 
/lq,rf/ = 0; and hosts are those with /In/ = /lnOl,r.f./ = O. 
r is, of course, any molecule in the crystal. 
It can be seen that the D term plays an important 
role in the mixed crystal theory. On the part of the 
guest, the D term shifts the gas phase trap depth, 
i,e., e/-e/ to its corresponding mixed crystal value 
Ill. And, on the part of the host, the D term is respon-
sible for the creation of secondary traps with varying 
trap depth Ill. Equations (7) are slightly more general 
than the equations derived by Dubovskii and Kono-
beev,12 who ignored the secondary traps. It is also more 
general than those derived by Craig and Philpott, He 
who were primarily interested in the single-impurity 
problem. 
The form of perturbation matrix can best be il-
lustrated diagrammatically as shown in Fig. 1. It should 
be pointed out here that higher order perturbations, 
such as the perturbation on the interactions between 
secondary traps, have been completely ignored. This 
is evident both from Eqs. (7) and from Fig. 1. Although, 
in principle, the spheres of perturbations are infinitely 
extended, in reality, they can be truncated at certain 
distances. When such a truncation is made, the spheres 
of perturbations either overlap or remain separated, as 
indicated in Fig. 1. 
It is now a simple matter to diagonalize the mixed 
crystal Hamiltonian, using the Koster and Slater13 
scheme. Notice first that the mixed crystal wavefunc-
tions .pI can be expressed in terms of the localized basis 
set as a column matrix: 
(8) 
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where UI(Rna) is the amplitude of the distorted exciton 
wave at site Rna, which is to be determined from the 
following matrix equation of the Schrodinger type: 
(E-3C)cpf=O. (9) 




cpf= (E-H)-1!:J,/¥. (10) 
It follows immediately that the expression 
det 11- (E-H)-1!:J,1 1 =0 (11) 
is the general equation for the mixed crystal levels 
outside the host band. Notice that (E-H)-l, which is 
actually the pure crystal Green's function G, can be 
obtained through the use of the canonical transforma-
tion between the localized basis set and the delocalized 
basis set. Thus, we have14 
Gna.m/= (l/I'(Rna) \ (E-H)-1 \l/I'(Rm/3) ) 
=N-1 L: L: B,j(k) exp[ik. (Rna-Rmll)] 
XB,.tI*(k) (l/I/(k) \ (E- H)-1 \l/I/(k) 
=N-1 L: L: {B"al(k)B"I*(k) exp[ik· (Rn" 
" k 
-Rm /3)]/[E-E/(k)]}, (12) 
where E/(k) is, of course, the eigenenergy of the pure 
crystal. 
As we can see from Eqs. (7), the diagonal and off-
diagonal elements of the perturbation matrix are due to 
perturbations on the static and dynamic interactions, 
respectively. Since they are derived from the same 
perturbation operator, it is safe to say that one always 
accompanies the other. In other words, if a host mole-
cule sees a different static field after the introduction of 
an impurity, within our model, it means immediately 
that the dynamic coupling between the particular host 
and the particular impurity would also be different 
from that between two hosts. However, this does not 
preclude the possiblity that one of them might pre-
dominate. One can certainly envisage a situation where 
a secondary trap would interact similarly with an 
impurity and with a host. Conversely, one could also 
envisage a situation where an impurity causes no 
significant change in the static field while its dynamic 
coupling with the host is very different from the host-
host coupling. This latter case is of particular interest 
here because the secular equation, Eq. (11), can then 
be further reduced to one of smaller dimension. 
Without any loss of generality, we first assume a 
perturbation of the form shown in Fig. 2. Included in 
the shaded area are all the primary and secondary 
traps. A secondary trap is being treated here as a special 
case of a primary trap. With such a perturbation, we 
FIG. 2. A special form of perturbation matrix treated in the 
text. The off -diagonal perturbation is assumed to be infinitely 
extended whereas the diagonal perturbation has a limited range 
(within the nXn block). The shaded area includes all the primary 
and secondary traps. 
can write 
(13a) 
where /1" is a null matrix (the index f is supressed in the 
submatrices), t refers to traps (primary and secondary) 
and s to host. Similarly, 
(13b) 
where !:J,H and Gil are nXn matrices and n is, of course, 
the total number of traps (primary and secondary). 
Now, for the trap amplitudes, UI(Rt), Eq. (10) can 
be displayed in the following way: 
n n 
UI(Rt) = L: L Gttw·!:J,ttt"tUI(Rt.) 
t'=1 '''=1 
n n 




J tt·= L Gt't,!:J,8t. t· 
.>n 




D t can be further eliminated, if we make use of the 
expressions involving the host amplitudes. The host 
amplitudes are 
n n 
UI(R.) = L: L: G·t. t,,/1ttt"t·U'(Rt.) 
t'=1 t"-l 
n n 
+ E L: G"ss·/1".'t.U'(Rt·) + E G,t,tDt·. (15) 
t'-lll'>n t'-l 
If we multiply both sides of Eq. (15) by /1 t 't8 and sum 
over all s, we obtain an expression involving only D t 
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and UI(R t): 
n n 
Dt= L L Jttt"Attt"t,UI(Rt') 





+ EPtt'UI(Rt,)+ LJttt'Dt" 
tl=-l t f ==! 




linear combinations of UI(Rt) and Dt). Subsequently, 
Eq. (15) can be used to calculate the UI(R,). The 
optical intensity of a particular cluster state E' is then 
simply 
IE,rx ! E UEJ(Rt)d t+ E UEJ(R.)d,!2, (19) 
t 
where dt and d. are the transition moments of the trap 
and the host, respectively. U E' (R t ) and U EJ (R.) are, 
of course, subject to the normalization condition, i.e., 
E! UE J(R t)!2+ E! UEJ(R,)!2=1. 
t • 
III. A GROUP THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF 
J2 -" "At'G88 A8t tt'= ~ ~ L.l ts 8S'L.l Bft'. (16c) THE IMPURITY PROBLEM 
8>n 8'>n 
Equations (14) and (16) can be written in a compact 
matrix form. The secular equation is now simply 
detll_(GttAtt+J Gtt)1 =0, 
JtAtt+P Jt 
(17) 
with a dimension equal to 2n. Notice that the matrix in 
Eq. (17) is non-Hermitian because the transformation 
from UI(Rt), UI(R,) to UI(Rt), D t is not unitary. 
In the case of only one primary trap and several 
secondary traps, it is easy to see that Eq. (17) can be 
reduced to the equations derived by Craig and Phil-
pott,llo by noting that the J matrix in Eq. (14b) has 
the following simple form (assuming that molecule 1 is 




To compare with Dubovskii and Konobeev's results,t2 
one should also note that Eqs. (14b) and (16c) can be 
rewritten as 
I' k 
x exp[ik.Rt]/[E-E/(k)]1 (18b) 
and 




AI't'*(k) = L BI't'*(k) exp( -ik·R,)A't.t" (18d) , 
In summary, the general mixed crystal problem is 
solved by first finding the eigenvalues from Eq. (17) 
and then the corresponding eigenvectors (in the form of 
In the preceding section, we have intentionally 
adopted a molecular approach to the mixed crystal 
problem, rather than the more rigorous site approach. 
This was done mainly because of the simplicity in-
volved in the former approach. The deviation from the 
pure crystal symmetries is attributed to a change in the 
D term, a change in the off-diagonal elements, etc. 
Generally, these elements are very difficult to evaluate 
from ab initio calculations. This is why most work on 
the impurity problem ignores such effects and, in an 
attempt to reduce the number of parameters, con-
centrates only on E/ -Ehf , i.e., the gas-phase trap depth. 
This is also why most experimental work involves 
isotopic mixed crystals: These systems are the only 
systems for which such an approximation can be 
more-or-less justified. However, as is true in many other 
problems, caution must be exercised to see if any 
particular approach is consistent with the symmetry 
of the problem. Group theoretical discussions are thus 
important in this respect. Furthermore, in the absence of 
reliable ab initio values for the aforementioned per-
turbations, symmetry arguments can at least be used 
to relate various elements of the perturbation matrix 
to one another. 
In this section, we shall examine more closely the 
symmetry aspect of the impurity problem. In order of 
increasing complexity, we shall examine the single-
impurity problem, the "resonance pair" problem, the 
multicomponent cluster problem etc. We shall also 
illustrate how the formulation presented before can be 
related to the group theoretical arguments. 
Mixed molecular crystals have some peculiar sym-
metry properties, especially when the host crystal has 
more than one molecule per primitive unit cell. Let us 
consider a simple single-impurity system such as 
naphthalene in durene, shown in Fig. 3. Notice that the 
following discussion can be applied to isotopic mixed 
crystals of naphthalene as well. The fact that the latter 
systems are simpler does not arise from pure symmetry 
arguments. As we can see from Fig. 3, the only sym-
metry element left in the mixed crystal is the inversion 
center at the guest site. In other words, All = AI'/, 
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.:In'=.:ln'!, but .:ll-;tf=.:ln'. This is built into the form-
ulation in the preceding section, because VOI'-;tf= Von', 
i.e., 
.:ll' = (cfn'if)oo I V'Ol I cfn'if)oO)- (cfn'c/Jo° I VOl I cfn'c/Jo°) 
- (cfn°if)oo I V'Ol I cf>1°if)oO)+ (cf>I°c/Jo° I VOl I cf>1°c/Jo°) 
~ (cf>n'if)oo I V'OII I cf>n'if)oO)- (cf>n'c/Jo° I Von I cf>n'c/Jo°) 
- (cf>n°if)oo I V'OII I cf>n°if)oO)+ (cf>n°c/Jo° I Von I cf>n°c/Jo°) 
=.:lu'. (20) 
When the approximation of an isotopic independent 
site shift can be justified, such as in the case of isotopic 
mixed crystals of naphthalene,15 then .:ll' = .:ll,! = .:lu' = 
.:In'' = O. We then retrieve the simple system of primary 
trap only, not from group theory but from I?hysic~l 
approximations. It has been st~ted t~at for I~OtOPIC 
mixed crystals of benzene16 SIte ShIfts are Isotope 
dependent and we have to assume that probably V' 
does not equal V. It is our opinion that secondary 
traps would be important in such systems, although 
no experimental data have as yet been obtained. 
However as we pointed out in the introduction, 
seconda~ traps do play an important role in the 
isotopic mixed crystals of pyrazine. Recent work by 
Fischer17 on s-triazine also supports this view. Pre-
sumably, the relatively strong interactions due to 
hydrogen bonding might be the source of such a 
perturbation. 
Let us consider the two-impurity problem. We are 
particularly interested in the so-called "interchange 
pairs".8.Sc As pointed out by Hong and Kopelman,S. 
translational pairs are genuinely resonance pairs if the 
host lattice and the guest molecules both have inversion 
centers. This is not true for interchange pairs. Referring 
to Fig. 4, we see that although EA' = EA,!, the D term 
lifts the degeneracy. In fact, according to Eqs. (7), and 
a "little reflection", 
.:lA' - .:lA,! = (if)A'if)A'o I V" AA' I if)A'if)A'O\ 
- (if)A'cf>A'O I V'AA' I if)A'cf>A'O)- (if)A,!if)Ao I V"AA' I if)A,'if)AO) 
+ (if)A,Icf>Ao I V'AA' I if)A 'cf>AO)-;tf=O. (21) 
FIG. 3. A schematic drawing of naphthalene-in-durene mixed 
crvstal. The guest is located at the origin (0). Notice that I 
and II are related by symmetry to l' and II', respectively, by 
the inversion center at the guest site. 
FIG. 4. A schematic drawing of a naphthalene interch~nge 
pair in a durene host lattice. Notice that the four configuratlOns 
shown here are related by either screw-axis or inversion to each 
other and hence they are physically identical. However, A and A' 
are nonsuperimposable, i.e., by symmetry, t.AI ~t.A.I. See text. 
Thus the simple molecular approach predicts the non-
identity of the D term. Again, if V"AA'= V'AA' (not 
necessarily equal to V AA') and if)0;:::::;;cf>0, as is generally as-
sumed for isotopic mixed crystals of naphthalene, we 
have "resonant" interchange pairs. It should also be 
pointed out here that for isotopic mixed crystals of 
naphthalene, if .:lA' = .:lA,!, the excitation amplitude at A 
and A' are always equal, although only in the restricted 
Frenkel limit18 does the distorted exciton contain a 
pseudoinversion!c Furthermore, as long as .:lA' = .:lA,!, 
theory predicts that interchange dimers yield uniquely 
polarized absorptions, be it restricted or general Frankel 
excitons.19 
Also shown in Fig. 4 are some of the symmetry 
operations, which do not map A onto A' but rather 
relate different possible arrangements of pairs. Since A 
and A' are compositionally identical, Fig. 4 indicates 
that there is only one possible pair. In short, we have one 
distinct pair which is, strictly speaking, not in resonance. 
The situation is different in a multicomponent 
cluster, which consists of, say, a naphthalene-ks 
molecule and a naphthalene-ds molecule in durene 
shown in Fig. 5. Two distinct pairs can be obtained. No 
symmetry operation would relate the arrangement in 
Fig. 5(a) to that in Fig. 5(b). It is apparent that .:lB' 
in System 5(a) is not equal to .:lB' in System 5(b) and 
the same is true for .:le' and .:le.'. If we are willing to 
make the asumption of isotopic invariance of such site 
effects, then B, B' and C, C' are not different from A 
or A' in Fig. 4, and we can see that, on the one hand, 
the transition energies for Band C in system 5(a) are 
separated by 
E~ -Eo'+ (.:lA'-.:lA") ' (22a) 
whereas, for System 5 (b), they are separated by 
EB'-Eo' - (.:lA'-.:lA,!). (22b) 
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The study of mUlticomponent clusters might provide a 
means of detecting such a subtle site effect. Of course, in 
practice, one would probably like to eliminate the 
possible complications due to dynamic couplings 
between traps. In this respect, the study of triplet 
states appears to be more convenient than that of the 
singlet states. 
We have discussed some symmetry properties of 
mixed crystals, using the nonsymmorphic monoclinic 
crystals of durene and naphthalene with two molecules 
per unit cell as examples. The purpose is to illustrate 
how the formulation in Sec. II can be used in conjunc-
tion with the symmetry arguments. More complicated 
crystals such as benzene, with four molecules per unit 
cell, can also be discussed within the same framework. 
Particular emphasis has been put on the importance of 
the D term. The discussion also serves to demonstrate 
the fruitfullness of the molecular approach adopted here. 
IV. APPLICATIONS TO THE ISOTOPIC MIXED 
CRYSTAL OF NAPHTHALENE: THE 
SUPEREXCHANGE EFFECT 
As we have mentioned earlier, for the general mixed 
crystal, the perturbations of the pure crystal Hamil-
tonian consist of two parts: First, the creation of 
secondary traps due to a change in the D terms and, 
second, the difference between guest-host and host-
host excitation transfer interactions. For lack of 
reliable estimates of such perturbations, both theoretical 
and experimental, we limit our discussion in this 
section to the simple case of isotopic mixed crystals. 
Specifically, we discuss the mixed crystals of naph-
thalene for which experimental data have been obtained 
by Hanson.68 
The perturbation matrix is especially simple for 
isotopic mixed crystals, namely, 
(AI 0 0 
A= 0 0 ~3 (23) 
l . ... J 
where AI, A2, Aa etc., are trap-depths of various guests. 
FIG. 5. A schematic drawing of 
a naphthalene-perdeutero-naph-
thalene mixed cluster in a durene 
host. (a) and (b) are distinct 
entities and hence two distinct 
interchange pairs can be formed. 
Notice also that Act "'Ac'/ and 
ABt ". AB'/. See text. 
The secular equation [Eq. (11) ] now becomes 
1-GUAI - Gl2A2 - Gl3Lls 
=0. (24) 
Notice that 
Gll =G22 =G33 =··· = L L N-I[E-EI'(k)]-I. 
I' ,. 
Furthermore, Gna,mfJ=GmfJ.na [by definition, Gna.mfJ(z) = 
GmfJ •na *(z*) ] since the Green's functions for centrosym-
metric crystals are real outside the band due to time 
reversal symmetry.20 
In a mixed crystal of naphthalene-hg in naphthalene-
dg, a second guest, laC12CgHg, is always present because 
of the natural abundance of lac. Normally a third 
guest, ClOD7H (0: or (3), is also present as an isotopic 
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FIG. 6. The location of mUlticomponent cluster states by 
solving Eq. (24). Curves 1, 2, 3 are for a CloHs-ClOHg resonance 
pair, a CloHg-ClOHs-ClOD7H cluster and a CloHr3C12CgHg pair, 
respectively. The plus states are marked by arrows and the minus 
states are unmarked. Notice how the superexchange effect is 
perturbed differently by D7 molecules for the a and c dimers. 
See text. The minus state of a dimer is not perturbed by the 
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that a typical sample of naphthalene-lis (from Merck, 
Sharp and Dohme) contains from 16 to 20 mole percent 
of monohydronaphthalenes. As we show later, some 
fine structure reported by Hanson5a can be assigned to 
the effect of this third guest. 
In a previous paper by Hong and Kopelman,5° some 
elements of the Green's function for the lB2,. naph-
thalene exciton state were calculated within the 
restricted Frenkel formulation. Resonance pair states 
of naphthalene-hs in naphthalene-ds were analyzed and 
the dispersion relation was obtained. Here we report 
calculations of the cluster states involving the l2ClOHg-
l3Cl2C9Hs and ClOHg-ClOD7H mixed pairs and the 
CloHg-ClOHg-ClOD7H mixed trimer in a naphthalene-lis 
host lattice. The vanous elements of the Green's 
function were first evaluated from Eq. (12) through 
the use of the dispersion relation. These elements were 
then used to evaluate the detenninant in Eq. (24). 
The cluster states were located as the zeros of the deter-
minant. Some of these plottings are shown in Fig. 6. 
All three sets of dispersion relations50 were used and 
16000 points in the first Brillouin zone were included. 
As before, we have assumed the lB2u naphthalene band 
to be a restricted Frenkel exciton band. For l3Cl2C9Hs 
in CloDs a trap-depth of -112.5 cm-l was estimated 
from the known absorption spectrum5a through the use 
of Koster and Slater's fonnula for single impurity 
states. We have not explicitly calculated the intensities 
for the clusters because their optical properties are 
similar to the corresponding unperturbed monomers or 
resonance pairs which have been discussed in a previous 
paper.50 
For C1oD7H, McClure2l has reported -11 and -19 
cm-l as trap-depths relative to ClODs in a durene host 
lattice. We used only the -19 cm-l component (either 
a or (3) here because it would perturb more strongly the 
naphthalene-hs molecules. 
The CloHs-l3Cl2C9Hs dimers are near-resonance pairs. 
Within a first order approximation, the energy eigen-
states can be easily obtained by solving the following 






where the energies are measured from the mean of the 
two individual monomer energies. Notice that for the 
translationally equivalent pairs the plus states have 
most of the intensity whereas for the interchange pair 
the plus states are nearly uniquely polarized along the 
b axis.23 Furthermore, 
E+= (o2j4+W2) 1/2 if W>O, 
E+=_(02j4+W2)1/2 if W<O. 
(26a) 
(26b) 
When higher order terms were taken into account, we 
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FIG. 7. A comparison of our calculations with the experimental data of Hanson [Ref. Sea) J. The different symbols are: M, monomer; 
13C, ISC12CgHs; P, pair; lX, lXClOH7D; {J, {JClOH7D; a, b, c, a+c, and !(a+b) , translational pairs a, b, c, (a+c), and interchange pair; 
?, unassigned; 1,2,3; sets 1, 2,3 of pairwise interactions from Ref. S(c). The mixed 13C pair states are denoted by - - - and the mixed 
D7 dimer and trimer states are denoted by - • -. The one marked by ••• is a 13CI2CgHs-ClOHs-CIOD7H mixed cluster state. The heights 
represent schematically the concentrations. A line-width of 0.6 cm-l is used here, which approximately equals the experimental width. 
The theoretical values obtained in this work and shown here agree with our previous calculations [Ref. S(c)] to within 0.2 cm-l . Note 
also that the high-energy !(a+b) component was observed by Hanson as a continuous background absorption, the broadening being 
attributed by him to isotopic impurities. To emphasize the perturbation on the superexchange effect we have connected the D7 perturbed 
dimer states with their parent dimer states by arrows. Only perturbed a and b translational dimer states are shown here because these 
dimers are perturbed most by the D7 molecules. 
observed the similar guest-host-guest couplings which 
we called the "superexchange effect" .50 In Table I, we 
compared our results by solving Eq. (24) and those 
obtained from Eq. (25b). Notice that in each case, the 
superexchange contributions, defined as the differences 
between the rigorous Eq. (24) and the approximate 
Eq. (25a) , are comparable with our previous results on 
resonance pairs. For a and b mixed dimers, such 
corrections are considerably larger than for c and a+c 
dimers. Because the superexchange effects on the near-
resonance pairs are quite similar to the superexchange 
effects on the resonance pairs,"c we found that the 
ClOU,13C12C9Hs levels were separated from the cor-
responding ClOU,ClOHs levels by roughly 1 cm-l 
(i.e., 0/2). Hanson5a used this as his criterion for as-
signing the mixed pairs. However, it should be pointed 
out that when 0/2 is not small compared with the trap-
depths of the two guests, this criterion would lead to 
erroneous results. As we show in Fig. 7, the rigorous 
treatment of the ClOU,.13C12C9Hs mixed pairs leads to 
satisfactory agreements with the observed absorptions. 
(However, vide infra.) As we pointed out earlier, the 
minus states of the translational pairs have very weak 
intensity, because of the near-resonance condition, this 
is why only the plus states are included in Table I. 
It is convenient to consider the CloRg-ClOD7H pair 
states as the CloRs monomer states perturbed by 
ClOD7H. Similarly, the C1oHg-C1oRg-C1oD7H trimer 
states can be regarded as perturbed CloHg-ClOHs pair 
states. When the perturbations are small, as in cases 
where CloD7H molecules are weakly coupled to the 
parent monomer or dimer states, the respective mono-
mer or dimer states would simply be broadened. This is 
true when ClOD7H molecules are coupled to the mono-
mers or dimers via any interactions other than the 
largeM12 [interchange t(a+b) interaction]. We have 
investigated various mixed Cloilg-CloD7H dimers and 
mixed ClOHg-Cloilg-CloD7H trimers. For the mixed 
pairs it is found that only when CloD7H is situated at 
t(a+b) does the mixed dimer state differ from the 
monomer state by 0.5 em-I. Among the trimer states 
only the a and b dimers are perturbed by as much as 
1 cm-l when the CloD7H molecules are coupled via the 
large M12 interaction. For the c and a+c dimers, 
moderate perturbations were observed for the following 
configurations: T1 =0, T2= C, T3= t(b-a); and Tl =0, 
T2=a+c, Ts=t(a+b). Even in these configurations the 
perturbation shifts the dimer levels by less than 0.5 
em-I. 
In Fig. 6, calculations on the CloRa-CloRs resonance 
pair states, the CloRa-13C12C9Hs mixed pair states and 
CloHa-Cloilg-CloD7H mixed trimer states are shown for 
the a and c dimers. The locations of the plus states were 
indicated by arrows. Notice that the minus state of the 
a dimers is not perturbed by the presence of a CloD7H 
molecule because of symmetry. As mentioned before, the 
CloRg-13C12C9HS mixed pairs states are always located 
1 cm-1 higher from the resonance pair states. Therefore, 
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TABLE II. The host Davydov components and the host band centers as predicted by the three sets of pairwise interactions.& 
Emb Ea. Eb Em_c EB.C.d 
Set 1 31 541.8 31 588.4 31 748.4 31 668.4 31 670.6 
Set 2 31 541. 8 31 589.31 31 741.31 31 665.3 31 670.3 
Set 3 31 541. 8 31 588.91< 31 74O.9g 31 664.9 31 669.9 
Expte 31 541. 8 31 587.7 31 751.0 31 669.4 31 671.4h 
& When we place the monomer energies all at 31 541.8 cm-l ; all energies in units of cm-l . 
b The monomer energies. 
c Emean=I(E ... +Eb). 
d E B .C . = band center. 
• See, e.g., Ref. 15. 
I If the i(a+b) +c interaction is taken to be 2 cm-l instead of 1 cm-l , Eac=31 585.3 and Eb=31 745.3. This slight change would 
not affect other calculations. 
aIf the same change were made as in (f) Eac=31 584.9 and Eb=31 744.9. 
h Calculated from Emeac by assuming a translational shift of -2 cm-l , according to Ref. 25. 
these mixed pair states are not useful in assigning the 
translational pair states to either set5• 1, 2, or 3. How-
ever, for the CloD7H perturbed states (the mixed 
trimer states), the a perturbed dimer is separated from 
its parent state by almost twice the distance we find 
between the· c perturbed dimer state and its parent 
state. In summary, it is concluded that trimer states 
would not be observed except those corresponding to 
the a and b dimers perturbed by ClOD7H via the M12 
term. These results also indicate that the superex-
change effect could be utilized in separating the a or b 
dimers from the c or a+c dimers. In other words, if the 
mixed trimer states were studied carefully, the parent 
dimer states which are largely perturbed due to the 
presence of ClOD7H must be assigned as a or b dimers. 
In our previous study,5c we have utilized the super-
exchange effect to exclude three out of six possible 
assignments. Further studies would enable us to 
distinguish among the remaining three. 
In reference to the experimental data of Hanson,5a we 
encountered some ambiguities in assigning the fine 
structures around the translational pair lines. These 
difficulties arise because the ClOHs-ClOH"ClOD7H 
trimer systems really belong to the realm of heavily-
doped mixed crystal problems (each CloD7H is present 
in about 8%-10%). At this stage, it is difficult to assess 
the relative importance of CloRs-13C12C9H and CloRs-
CloHs-CloD7H clusters at the particular concentrations 
these studies were made, although a crude estimate 
would put the former contribution as the slightly more 
important of the twO.24 Notice that if we associated 
the 31537.6 and 31535.0 cm-llines with a and b dimers 
perturbed by CloD7H, set 3 would be the correct 
assignment. This assignment would ignore the CloR" 
13C12C9H contributions and is consistent with the fact 
that no l3C lines associated with the 31538.0 and 
31545.6 cm-1 lines were reported. On the other hand, 
Hanson's assignments would give better agreement for 
the 31535.0 cm-l line which is 1.1 above the 31533.9 
cm-1 one. It is also conceivable that 13C mixed pairs and 
the D7-perturbed dimers overlap with each other and 
are unresolved. In this case, the two assignments would 
not conflict with each other. Hanson proposed to study 
the enriched l3C samples. It is clear that the study of 
either enriched CloD7H samples or of the "stripped" 
CloDs samples would also help to resolve these ambigui-
ties. 
Hanson also reported splittings in the ClOHs, a-
CloH7D and f;l-C lOH7D monomer lines at low concentra-
tions of ClOHs. It appears reasonable to assign them as 
due to mixed ClOH"CloD7H states [with rl = 0 and 
r2=Ha+b)J.25 The calculated splittings are of the 
order of 0.5 cm-I, which is close to the observed 1.0 
cm-l splittings. The a-ClOH7D and f;l-CloR7D monomer 
states are complicated by the possible orientational 
effects.26 This might contribute partly to the observed 
splittings. In addition to these, four lines were observed 
around the interchange pair states. We tentatively 
assign them to the combined l3C and ClOD7H perturba-
tions. The interchange pair is found to be effected 
largely when C10D7H is located at a, b, or (a+ b), 
with r1=0, r2=Ha+ b). In each case, the perturbed 
dimer state is split from the unperturbed state by 
0.5 cm-l. Notice that the interchange l3C line was 
observed at slightly higher concentration (1.4%) 
because the ac polarized component is weaker in naph-
thalene. At this concentration, it is estimated that the 
D7 perturbed interchange pair has higher concentration 
than the l3C mixed dimer.27 
We have summarized the comparisons between our 
calculated results and the experimental data in Fig. 7. 
The monomer lines from all three sets were placed at 
31541.8 cm-l as before.50 When this is done, each set 
would yield slightly different Davydov components 
and band centers for the host band. To facilitate other 
schemes of comparison we have tabulated these quanti-
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ties in Table II. In principle, a satisfactory set should, 
of course, compare well with all the available data. How-
ever, considering uncertainties in the hot band experi-
ment28 and in the determination of trap depths,29 the 
agreement appears to be good. 
We have again demonstrated the usefulness of the 
superexchange concept. The translational pairs can be 
assigned by (1) studying the resonance pairs at various 
trap depths, (2) studying the resonance pairs per-
turbed by a second guest and possibly (3) by studying 
the resonance pairs under uniaxial stress, electric field 
etc. While the last method appears to be quite in-
volved, the first two are simple and workable. The 
underlying principle always involves the superexchange 
effect discussed here. Finally, we should point out here 
that we have relaxed the rigorous symmetry require-
ments discussed in the preceding section when we treated 
the isotopic mixed crystal problem. For example, strict 
symmetry requirements would predict that .61¢.62 for 
Tl=O and T2=a when Ta=Ha+b). Thus, more than 
one trimer would have to be treated. The multi-
component cluster problems would then become un-
managably complicated. 
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